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Abstract- Introduction: The presence of a curve limits the 

preparation of the root canal and can lead to procedural errors 

related with the formation of ledges, fracture of instruments, canal 

transportation or perforation of the apical foramen. Nickel-

Titanium instruments are recommended to use in such cases due 

to their superior flexibility and resistance to cyclic fatigue. Aim: 

To assess the shaping ability of ProTaper Gold in preparation of 

moderate curved canals (25º-30º) on extracted human teeth, using 

x-ray. Materials and methods: The experimental study was 

performed on extracted human teeth (canines, premolars and 

lower molars, n=24 canals). Diagnostic radiographs were done in 

order to determine the root canal curvature beforehand. The teeth 

that were used had moderate curvature of 25º-30º. The coronal part 

of the teeth was removed using diamond burrs and the root length 

was standardized at 15 mm (using visual method). The root canals 

were prepared using ProTaper Gold up to F3. After preparation 

diagnostic radiographs were made to evaluate the results – 

reduction of working length, fracture of instruments, ledges and 

perforations. The data obtained was statistically processed. 

Results: Reduction of working length by 0.27±0.05 mm was 

observed. During the preparation stage of the root canals using 

ProTaper Gold no breakage of any instrument was observed. No 

ledges or perforations were formed. Conclusions: Following the 

results of this in vitro study it can be concluded that the use of 

ProTaper Gold instruments facilitates the preparation of 

moderately curved root canals. This can be attributed to their 

superior physical properties which allow better preservation of the 

original shape of the root canal. 

 

Index Terms- moderate curved canals, ProTaper Gold, radiograph 

assessment, shaping ability 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he preparation of the root canal is an important step in the 

endodontic treatment. The presence of a curvature limits the 

preparation and can lead to procedural errors related with the 

formation of ledges, fracture of instruments, canal transportation 

or perforation of the apical foramen [1, 2]. Also in curved root 

canals, disinfection of the entire root canal presents a difficulty.  

In cases of curved root canals it is recommended to use Nickel-

Titanium instruments due to their superior flexibility and 

resistance to cyclic fatigue. Different studies confirm that they can 

maintain canal centering [3, 4]. 

         Several Ni-Ti systems have been described in many studies.  

ProTaper system is one of them and consist of instruments which 

have  progressively variable tapers and during the root canal 

preparation worked in vertical and horizontal directions . They 

have convex triangular cross-sections, and noncutting tips. 

ProTaper instruments work with crown-down technique [4, 5]. 

ProTaper Gold system uses CM wire technology and because of 

this has higher flexibility and resistance to cyclic fatigue compere 

to Pro Taper Universal [6]. 

The aim of the presented study is to assess shaping ability of 

Nickel-Titanium rotary instruments ProTaper Gold in preparation 

of moderate curved canals (25º-30º) on extracted human teeth, 

using x-ray to establish reduction of working length, fracture of 

instruments, ledges and perforations 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

         The experimental study was performed on extracted human 

teeth (canines, premolars and lower molars, n=24 canals). 

Diagnostic radiograph was done in order to determine the root 

canal curvature beforehand. 

         Three methods were used to determine the root canals’ 

curvatures (fig. 1 a, b, c),  based on the Schneider method (Fig. 2) 

- three points are used which are marked in the region of the 

orifice, the canal deflection and the apical foramen.  After 

connecting the first and second points, a line is created and a 

second line is drawn after the second and third points are joined. 

The curvature is determined by the angle between them. 
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Fig. 1: Determining the curvature of the root canals via: 

a) A new digital photographic method and special software (Screen Protractor) 

b) A new digital X-ray method and special software (Screen Protractor) 

c) An approved digital method by X-ray and Special Software (Duerr Dental) 

 
Fig. 2: The Schneider method for determining a root’s curvature 

 

         The teeth that were used had moderate curvature of 25-30°. 

The coronal part of the teeth was removed using a diamond bur 

(Fig. 3c and 4c) and the root length was standardized at 15 mm 

using a visual method. K-file #10 was inserting to the apical 

foramen until the tip of the file was visible, after that the length 

was reduce with 1 mm shorter from this measurement. 

         The root canals were prepared using ProTaper Gold up to F3 

(Fig. 3). The files were used according manufacturer instruction. 

The coronal third was drilled with Sx ProTaper Gold with 

brushing motion. With pre - banding hand K-files #10 was 

checked the patency of the canals. The root canal preparation was 

continue using the shaping files S1 and S2, which are use at 

working length (WL).  These instruments have D0 diameters - 

0.17 mm and 0.20 mm with a flute diameter of 1.20 mm. ProTaper 

Gold S1 and S2 have variable increasing tapers over the length of 

their cutting blades. The progressively tapered allows each 

instrument to touch a specific area on the middle and coronal thirds 

of the root canal. After shaping files the preparation was continued 

using finishing files F1 (D0-0.20), F2 (D0-0.25) until F3 (D0-

0.30) at working length. The finishing files have decreasing tapers 

along their lengths and remove the dentine in the apical third of 

the canal. Irrigation solution 1 ml of 5.25% NaOCl with needle 

27G was used between each file and recapitulation with hand K-

files in the corresponding size. After preparation, a final irrigation 

protocol was followed with 3 ml of 5.25 % NaOCl, 3 ml of saline 

and 2 ml of 17% EDTA. 

         After cleaning and shaping of the root canals, radiographs 

were made to evaluate the results – reduction of working length, 

fracture of instruments, ledges and perforations. The data obtained 

was statistically processed.  
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III. RESULTS 

         The initially determined working length (WL) was compared 

to the length after preparation of the root canals to F3 using 

ProTaper Gold (Fig. 3). A smaller reduction between the initial 

and the final WL was observed - 0.27 ± 0.05mm.  

 a   b c   

Fig. 3: Radiographs of premolar  

a) A diagnostic radiograph done before the study. 

b) Determining the root canal curvature using Durr Dental Software. 

c) A radiograph after the coronal part was removed and the canals were shaped by ProTaper Gold up to F3 file. 

a b    c  

Fig.4:Radiographs of molar  

a) A diagnostic radiograph done before the study. 

b) Determining the root canal curvature using Durr Dental Software. 

c) A radiograph after the coronal part was removed and the canals were shaped by  ProTaper Gold up to F3 file. 

 

During the preparation stage of the moderate curved root canals (n=24) using ProTaper Gold no breakage of any instrument was observed 

on the x-ray. No ledges or perforations were formed (Fig. 3c and Fig. 4c).  

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

         The complex root canal anatomy and curved canals can lead 

of procedural errors during root canal cleaning and shaping [2, 7].  

Nickel-titanium rotary instruments used in the last two decades 

reduce the fatigue of operator, time for root canal  preparationhas 

and minimized procedural errors [8, 9]  

         The loss of working length is one of many possible 

instrumentation errors.  Krajczár K. et al compare the loss of 

working length after preparation with steel hand K-files and 

nickel-titanium MTwo rotary instruments. Loss of 0.2 mm of the 

working length is established after preparation of the root canal. 

The results show that with the increase of the size of the 

preparation instrument at the apical zone, the risk of working 

length loss also increases [8]. In the current study we concluded 

that preparation of moderately curved canals using F3 files of the 

ProTaper Gold system resulted in loss of working length of 0.27 

mm. 

         Park H. also determine that nickel-titanium instruments are 

better at following the original root canal shape, compared to 

stainless steel instruments. In their study, GT files have shown a 

slight enlargement over instrumentation toward the inner side in 

the beginning of curvature [10]. 

         Faraj B.  determines that there is no statistically significant 

difference between the diagnostic and postinstrumental working 

length when using files with reciprocating rotation such as 

WaveOne Gold [11]. 

         Other errors in the preparation of curved root canals can be 

strip perforation, ledge formation, apical transportation, fracture 

of instruments. The use of nickel-titanium instruments reduces the 

risk of these errors and leads to better centering and following the 

original shape of the root canal [3, 4,10]. In our study during the 

preparation stage of the root canals using ProTaper Gold no 
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breakage of any instrument was observed. No ledges or 

perforations were formed. 

         According to the manufacturer ProTaper Gold have 

increased flexibility, have resistance to cyclic fatigue and follow 

the original shape of the canals. Arslan H. et al  establish that there 

is  no statistically significant difference between transportation 

and canal centering at levels of 3mm, 5 mm and 7 mm between 

ProTaper Gold, ProTaper Universal and Reciproc during 

preparation in severely curved toot canals [3]. 

         Gagliardi J. et al. in their study concluded that the ProTaper 

Gold has less transportation from the original root canal shape than 

the ProTaper Universal in moderately curved (25 ° –35 °) canals 

of lower molars [4]. Our results confirm their conclusions. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

         Following the results of this in vitro study, it can be 

concluded that the use of ProTaper Gold instruments facilitates the 

preparation of moderately curved root canals.  This can be 

attributed to their superior physical properties that allow better 

preservation of the original shape of the root canal.  
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